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At Niclaire, We hunt for the best fashion shoes, high heels and wedges shoes so that our customers
can stay ahead of the fashion nerve.  Customers are provided with a fun & hassle-free shopping
experience at our online shoe store. Breaking into the online shoe shopping was no easy task;
however, once our clients saw our website and understood our forward thinking stance, they
realized that Niclaire was really onto something. Are you browsing for online shopping shoes store?
Ask our designer team, they bring perfect pieces to our online customers with high quality style and
comfort. Niclaire women shoes online store try to bring latest runway style and glamour shoes every
month at lower price. Customers visit our â€˜Nicâ€™s saleâ€™ for high quality low price- discount shoes.
Wholesale shoes Australia is a unique segment of our online shoes store. Customer with wholesale
deals, simply register themselves at our â€˜Wholesale shoesâ€™ department, wherein clients are contacted
at the earliest by our management team. Australia wide free shipping is offered by our Ladies shoes
online store for all purchase over $100. A shoe of Inspiration' is the aim of our design. At Niclaire we
use careful selected leather material. We realize there are many online choices for shoe shopping
but we strive to provide a uniquely special experience. We pride ourselves on having the best
selection of womenâ€™s shoes anywhere on the web with personalized and knowledgeable customer
service that cannot be found elsewhere. We try our best to accommodate all special requests and
give personalized attention to each and every customer. While some customers want the hassle-
free experience of ordering online and receiving their shoes few days later, some customers need
more information before ordering. We welcome phone calls regarding anything like fit issues (we will
even try on the shoes for you!). Rather than having a call center or a separate facility for customer
service, everyone who answers the phone and email has direct contact with the shoes that we sell.
We all love shoes as much as you do!

Niclaire Shoes is one of the Australiaâ€™s leading fashion footwear retailers.

Niclaire Shoes is dwelling to a fantastic collection of shoes, boots, sandals and accessories.
Customers are spoilt for choice with the variety of shoes to choose from. Niclaire Shoes product
range caters for fashion conscious ladies looking for en-trend styles at competitive prices. We aim to
stock shoes for every occasion.Niclaire Shoes will have the shoes you need.

Our website brings you the very best of the Niclaire Shoes philosophy with every changing fabulous
shoes at High Street prices.
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